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Abstract

The septomarginal trabecula (SMT) is a constant component of human heart. In man, it connects the interventricular septum with the
anterior wall of the right ventricle at the base of the anterior papillary muscle. It is also present in non-human mammals where it stretches
between the bases of the muscles papilaris subarteriosus and magnus. Its morphology and structure varies in different species. It carries the
continuation of the right bundle branch of the conducting system of the heart. It is constituted of ordinary cardiac myocytes around and in
between the Purkinje myocytes. In addition, it conveys one of the large interventricular septal arteries.
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Introduction
Comparative researches have been extensively conducted on
the components of the right ventricle of the heart in man and
other primates. The results of these studies are assumed to be
fundamental from both academic and therapeutic points of view.
Proper selection of an appropriate animal heart tissue could be
of great value for cardiac bioprosthesis in man [1-6].

The septomarginal trabecula (trabecula septomarginalis
or moderator band) is present in all human hearts and also
in the hearts of other primates. It forms the lower limit of the
trabecular inflow tract of the right ventricle. It bridges between
the lower part of the interventricular septum and the base of the
anterior papillary muscle; although it sometimes exhibits some
variations of extension. It also conveys the continuation of the
right bundle branch of the specialized conducting system of the
heart [7-9].

Morphological and Structural Aspects of the
Septomarginal Trabecula
In human hearts, the septomarginal trabecula (SMT) is
described as a shining small, thin and flattened band that is
frequently duplicated particularly near its ends. It extends
from the septal wall of the right ventricle at the base of one of
the masses of the septal papillary muscle to the sternocostal
wall of the right ventricle at the base of the anterior papillary
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muscle; being smaller in females. Microscopic examination of
the human SMT has displayed a mass of ordinary myocardial
fibers surrounding a less-stained fibrocellular tissue column
which consists of few conducting cells, many collagenous and
few elastic fibers. The specialized conducting cells are larger
than the surrounding ordinary cardiac myocytes, marginally
multinucleated, aligned edge to edge in parallel clusters, and
increasing in size as the SMT approaches the base of the anterior
papillary muscle [10]. In chagasic patients with right bundle
branch lesion, the SMT has demonstrated variable degrees of
mononuclear cell infiltrate and fibrosis [11].
In a study dissecting the muscle bundles constituting
the SMT, in cadaveric human adult hearts of both sexes, eight
morphological types could be observed based on the origin,
course, and termination of these constituting bundles. The
trabecula was composed of two components: septal and
septal- papillary. The septal component was either visible
macroscopically or only on dissection while the septal-papillary
one was constantly visible and fleshy. At its junction with the
anterior papillary muscle, the trabecula was either single or
presenting ramifications [12]. In another study, on following the
course of the SMT in the lumen of the human right ventricle and
its relation to the anterior papillary muscle, four morphological
types (I-IV) were distinguished. The most common was type III
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where the trabecula was undivided and firmly connecting to the
anterior papillary muscle [13].

The supraventricular crest (crista supraventricularis) is a
fleshy trabecula of the right ventricle that serves in directing
the blood flow [14]. This crest, together with the SMT, forms a
morphological unity that is commonly found in the right ventricle.
In preserved human hearts, it was found that the division of the
lower part of the crista supraventricularis and the development
of the SMT had led to the emergence of five morphological types
(A, B, C, D & E). The most common was type B that contained
two muscular bundles [15]. In goat hearts, the right SMT was
constantly present and it measured 1.3 - 2.6 cm in length. It could
have a septal component originating from the rostral part of the
interventricular septum, going to the ventricular wall or to the
middle or caudal third of the muscle papillaris magnus (69%).
It might lack a septal component where it was solely attached to
this muscle (31%) [16].

In porcine hearts, the SMT has been demonstrated to extend
from the interventricular septum to the free wall of the right
ventricular cavity. It measures 2.9 ± 0.6 mm in diameter. On
cross-section of the trabecula, clumps of conductive Purkinje
fibers are located at its periphery and in the center around the
blood vessels. Large amounts of myocardial fibers surround the
conductive elements [17]. The porcine SMT exhibits anatomical
features different from those of the human trabecula. In pigs,
the muscle bundle of the SMT and the right bundle branch of
the conducting complex are dissociated. The right bundle
branch is a narrow band that extends from the upper part of
the interventricular septum to the upper part of the anterior
papillary muscle. The muscle bundle of the trabecula is a resistant
crest that stretches between the lower parts of the same septum
and muscle [18]. Electron microscopy of porcine hearts has
revealed that the myofibrils in Purkinje fibers (P-fibers) from the
septal walls have a cart-wheel arrangement, whereas those in
P-fibers of the SMT show a parallel alignment. This difference in
myofibrillar arrangements of the P-fibers in these two locations
are considered as a structural adaptation to the mechanical
stress exerted during systolic-diastolic activity [19].
In dog hearts, age-related structural changes in the right
SMT are reported. The connective tissue of the trabeculae of
younger dogs has fewer elastic fibers than that of older dogs.
In addition, the trabeculae of older dogs exhibit scattered foci
of extracellular fat droplets, and their junctional regions with
the ventricular wall are frequently heavily laden with fat. The
Purkinje cells of younger dogs are mainly cuboidal with few and
poorly developed myofibrils whilst in older dogs they resemble
functional myocytes with well developed and longitudinally
arranged myofibrils [20].
In other non-human mammals like camel, sheep and monkey,
the SMT is described as a glistening band extending from the
interventricular septum just distal to the muscle papillaris
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subarteriosus to the ventrolateral wall of the right ventricle at
the base of the muscle papillaris magnus. In camel, it is thick,
mostly rounded and always kinked unless the ventricular walls
are stretched. Compared to human SMT, the faintly stained
fibrocellular tract in the center of the camel SMT is thicker and
more linear with its cells more tightly closer to each other. In
sheep, the SMT appears moderately thick, mostly rounded with
flattened ends, and kinked; it has characteristic mosaic–like
foamy cells along its core. In monkey, the SMT is short, straight,
flattened and moderately broad with poorly developed content f
cells and connective tissue [10] (Figure 1).

Figure 1: Interior of the right ventricle.

Functional Aspects of the Septomarginal Trabecula
The SMT carries the continuation of the right bundle branch
of the conducting system of the heart. It was early thought to
prevent over distension of the right ventricle; hence its old name
“the moderator band” [21]. The position of a large interventricular
septal artery could be predicted from coronary angiography and
from the morphology of the anterior extension of the SMT [22]. In
postmortem studies, one large septal artery has been dissected
in the lower border of the anterior limb of the SMT. When more
than one large septal artery exist, the first is located within the
subendocardial outflow tract of the left ventricle, the second in
the lower border of the anterior limb of the SMT, and the third
at about 1.5 cm below the second. Knowledge of position of the
septal arteries can increase the safety of operations performed
on the outflow of the interventricular septum in aortic valve
disease and Fallot’s tetralogy [23].

Conclusion

The SMT, in man and other mammals, has been always
observed to contain a long artery originating from the left
coronary artery to the anterior papillary muscle; it joins some
branches of the right coronary artery. A few various venous
capillaries are also seen going to the anterior interventricular
vein or directly mouthing into the cavity of the right ventricle
[24].
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